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Step 2. Changed your
clutch slave cylinder to
the firewall mounting
adapter plate for a 1"
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thick steel shaft of the
same. The fact that I
can change the codes
on Ford and a Brembo
kit on a Volkswagen.
123,000 hits! Auto

Diagnostics. 1998 Ford
Taurus with an

automatic
transmission.The
present invention
relates to a shelf

positioning apparatus,
and more particularly to

a shelf positioning
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apparatus for use with
an electronic shelf label
system. Electronic shelf
label (ESL) systems can

be used to identify
consumer products. An

ESL system typically
includes an electronic
tag that is mounted on
the product itself. The
tag contains a unique
identification number
associated with the

product. The
identification number
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can be used by a
checkout clerk to

identify the product and
associate it with a price
for the product. The ESL

system may also
provide various types of
promotional information
about the product to a

consumer. An ESL
system typically

includes an ESL panel
that is mounted to a
store shelf and that

displays an identification
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number of the product.
The ESL panel is

associated with the
checkout counter of the
store where the product
is purchased. The ESL

system is typically
connected to a host

computer that serves as
a central repository of

information about
products in the store.

This information
includes price

information that is
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provided to the
checkout clerk when the

checkout clerk enters
the product

identification number of
the product into the host
computer. ESL systems

can also provide
promotional information

to the consumer
regarding the product.
ESL systems have been
developed for use with
consumer products that
require different size of
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labels. However,
existing ESL systems
have limited flexibility
and functionality. For
example, existing ESL
systems have limited
capability to provide

special offers to a
consumer regarding the

product.Q: PDF Mail
Merge Problem I'm

trying to send a
confirmation email after
an order is placed, and

the order doesn't get on
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the email. I'm currently
using the following code

for the email (I know
this seems a little

unusual, but it works for
a PDF or HTML email):

$emailSubject =
"Confirm Order";

$emailBody = file_get_c
ontents("email_template

.txt"); $message = '';
$message.= 'Confirm

OrderYou have an order
with the number %d on
the card %s . To confirm
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this please do the
following:%d
c6a93da74d
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